EcoStruxure IT Advisor
Optimize, model, and plan your data center of the future

EcoStruxure IT Advisor is not the traditional Data Center Infrastructure Management (DCIM) tool you are used to. This nextgeneration DCIM solution leverages emerging technologies to offer more advanced functionalitites and allows for hybrid IT
management in a more automated, smart, and flexible manner.
Deploy the software the way you like, as an on-premises or cloud-based offer.

https://ecostruxureit.com/ecostruxure-it-advisor
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Remove worries from your daily worklife

Downtime and equipment
failure

Lack of visibility into
inventory and available
capacity

Unplanned costs you need
to justify to your customers
and managers

“The biggest win using ITA is that we’re now in a position where we’re reacting to
situations before they actually becomes situations visible to anybody else. We’re
doing our best work when nobody really knows that we exist.”
Christopher Perez,
Advisor for Enterprise Technology Solutions
Pudget Sound Energy

Choosing the right solution
EcoStruxure IT Advisor is a next-generation data center planning, modeling and optimization software that enables you to react
to events before they escalate into high-visibility problems, allowing you to be the person that your customers and internal
stakeholders love to never hear from.
This software provides you with one single source of truth for information related to your data
center assets — eliminating dependency on spreadsheets and simplifying how you are managing
your assets today.
Equip yourself and your team with:

Capacity planning

Change management

Risk planning

Colocation

Know where to place the next
server by planning and
analyzing the infrastructure.

Reduce human error and
deploy best practices across all
moves, adds, and changes with
workflow automation.

Can you safely shut down a
device or do you need to
reduce the IT load first? The
Impact Analysis report indicates
how incidents may impact your
devices and infrastructure.

Understand the current state of
your colocation infrastructure.
IT Advisor offers floor view with
areas, cages and racks, and IT
assets colored according to
status, along with detailed floor
and rack utilization reports.

Read more >

Read more >

Read more >

Read more >
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Asset management: Your challenge
With a staggering number of IT assets to keep track of, asset management has
become quite the endeavour.

Measurable Benefits for
Data Centers

Excel spreadsheets, Visio diagrams and home-grown tools can be difficult to use
and time-consuming to maintain. On top of that, they can be error-prone.

$
Optimize temperatures
and asset lifespan
Achieve a three year ROI of 80%* by adjusting
the temperature in the data center to the ideal
setting.

“IT Advisor gives me insights into what's
happening in the data center and manage it
without
havingpower
to find consumers
the latest version of an
Reduce
Excel® spreadsheet someone has shared on
a server somewhere.”
Identify and eliminate zombie servers to save
up to 30% on power, cooling, maintenance, and
license cost.

Accurate. Better than being there.
EcoStruxure IT Advisor enables you to keep an accurate inventory of data center
assets and get global views - even in 3D - across the entire infrastructure. Plus,
integrations with EcoStruxure IT Expert or other monitoring systems give you
power and temperature insights into your entire infrastructure in one single pane
of glass.

Real-time. Accurate. Better than
being there.

Key benefits
Track detailed information on all your data center
• Track detailed information on all your data center assets and create your own
assets and create your own custom fields to ensure
custom fields to get accurate inventory and model data.
accurate inventory and model data.
• • Easily
Easily
import
your data
existing
data the
and
leverage
10and
import
your existing
and leverage
10,000+
models the
library
000+
models
library
and
auto-discovery
to
get
up
auto-discovery to get up and running fast.
and running fast.
• EcoStruxure IT Advisor works with the systems you have in place today.
• IT Advisor works with what you have.
•

Keep cool. Easy capacity and
change.
•

Find the best rack to deploy IT equipment in
seconds.
Limit risk of downtime
• Easily
identify stranded capacity to extend the
lifespan of your facility.
25% of all data centers have experienced an
• outage
Automate
work
orders
andthe
define processes to
within the
last year**
– reduce
ensure
human error
reduced
downtime
by understanding
yourisUPS
and data and best
center
capacity
constraints.
practices are deployed across all moves.
“IT Advisor gives me insights into what's
• Leverage out-of-the-box, pre-configured reports happening in the data center and manage it
for faster analysis of capacity forecast, inventory, without having to find the latest version of an
* Source: 451 Research, DCIM Software: Adventures in ROI, Jan 2016
free U-space, server utilization…
Excel® spreadsheet someone has shared on
** Source: Uptime Institute, Data Center Industry Survey, May 2017
a server somewhere.”
• Correlate data across multiple systems using
APIs or ETL.
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Real-tim
being th
•
•
•

Track de
assets a
accurate
Easily im
000+ mo
and run
IT Advis

Keep cool. Easy capacity and
Coverchange.
your bases when it comes to
uptime.

Capacity

“IT Advisor gives me insights into what's
happening in the data center and manage it
without having to find the latest version of an
Excel®
spreadsheet someone has shared on
management: Your challenge
a server somewhere.”

•

and running fast.
IT Advisor works with what you have.

Data Center staff can be unproductive at times:
•
Many hours wasted on creating, updating, and managing rack diagrams in Visio.
•
Manual capacity calculations are causing delays in server deployment.
•
There is consistent uncertainty on available physical space and electrical capacity.

Keep cool. Easy capacity and
change.
Back to basics. Data Center
capacity planning done right.
EcoStruxure IT Advisor provides intelligent tools for capacity management to reduce human error and increase staff productivity.

•
•
•
•
•

Find the best rack to deploy IT equipment in
seconds.
Key benefits
Easily identify stranded capacity to extend the
• Instant server placement recommendation through real-time analysis
lifespan of your facility. of available data center capacity.
Automate work orders and define processes to
Real-time. Accurate
• Easily identify
ensure human error is reduced
and stranded
best capacity to extent the lifespan of your facility.
being there.
practices are deployed across all moves.
• Leverage out-of-the-box, pre-configured reports for faster analysis of
Leverage out-of-the-box, capacity
pre-configured
reports
forecast, inventory, free U-space, server utilization.
• Track detailed information
for faster analysis of capacity forecast, inventory,
assetsfrom
andthecreate
• Integrations with VMware vSphere and HP OneView
IT layer your ow
free U-space, server utilization…
and
the
physical
infrastructure
layer
to
automatically
migrate
impacted
accurate
inventory
and mo
Correlate data across multiple systems using
virtual machines from an impacted host •server
to a healthy
host your
server. existing
Easily
import
APIs or ETL.
000+ models library and a
and running fast.
“IT Advisor gives me insights into what's
• IT Advisor works with wha
happening in the data center and manage it

without having to find the latest version of an
Change management: Your challengeExcel®
spreadsheet someone has shared on

Cover your bases when it co
uptime.

a server somewhere.”
Manual effort in change management process can result in the Data Center staff experiencing duplicate requests, bottlenecks, and delays. If this
is familiar to you, then your team is missing a structured way to handle changes on the data center site.

•

Get insights into how incidents may impa
Keep cool. Easy capacity
and
Keep cool. Easy change with IT Advisor.
devices and
infrastructure.
• Budget power at every connection point
change.
Key benefits
overloading a power circuit to maintain u
• Create work orders and automatically generate tasks to move, add or
• From end to end, document and underst
• Find the best rack to deploynode
IT equipment
in
change IT and infrastructure equipment.
in your network
to identify single po
“In IT Advisor, we likeseconds.
being able to click on a
failure and decrease troubleshooting tim
PDU,
or evenand
a
strip,identify
and simulate
• Define processes to ensure human error
is reduced
best
practices
• power
Easily
stranded capacity to extend the
what is affected.”
are deployed across all moves.
lifespan of your facility.
•
work orders and define processes to
• Track asset moves, adds and changes by date/time, ownerAutomate
and work
ensure human error is reduced and best
orders for view, print and export.
practices are deployed across all moves.
• Leverage an interactive interface showing past and pending changes
• Leverage out-of-the-box, pre-configured reports
to assist with resource and workload balancing, avoiding scheduling
for faster analysis of capacity forecast, inventory,
conflicts.
free U-space, server utilization…
• Manager.
Correlate data across multiple systems using
• Provides auto-discovery of assets managed by Cisco UCS
APIs or ETL.
• Easily integrate IT Advisor with your existing management systems,
including ITSM ticket systems and CMDB to help you manage work
orders more accurately.
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Cover your bases w
uptime.

Keep cool. Easy capacity an
change.
Power loss was the single biggest cause of data center outages, accounting for one third of outages
in 2019. Networking issues were close
Risk Planning: Your challenge

behind, at 31% according to an Uptime Institute survey*.
60% of survey respondents said their data center’s outage could have been prevented with better management/processes or configuration.*

•

Find the best rack to deploy IT equipme
seconds.
• Easily identify stranded capacity to exten
lifespan of your facility.
• Automate work orders and define proces
ensure human error is reduced and best
practices are deployed across all moves
•
Leverage out-of-the-box,
pre-configured
The company safety
and
IT systems
ZZZ
Rack PDU fails
for
faster
analysis
of
capacity
forecast, in
satisfaction are reduced
go offline
free U-space, server utilization…
• Correlate data across multiple systems u
Show that the Rack PDU failure
APIs or ETL.Optimize design to ensure

*Source: https://datacenter.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/data-center-survey-2019.pdf

Become more proactive.

Common scenario example: Rack PDU failure

Reactive

Rack PDU doesn’t have
proper redundancy

Proactive

Run Rack PDU failure impact
simulation in IT Advisor

Z

will result in an increased load
leading to a total of 109% on the
associated Rack PDU

continued power supply in
case of Rack PDU failure

Key benefits

C
u

• EcoStruxure IT Advisor gives you insights into how incidents may
impact your devices and infrastructure.

•

• Budget power at every connection point and avoid overloading
a power circuit to maintain uptime.

•

• From end to end, document and understand every node in your
network to identify single points of failure and decrease
troubleshooting time.

•

Cover your bases when it comes to uptime.

Your data center on the go!

“In IT Advisor, we like being able to click on a
PDU, or even a power strip, and simulate
what is affected.”

Get the high-level overview of your data center on the go!
Use the web client for online lightweight access to some of the
features in the EcoStruxure IT Advisor model without having to
launch the desktop client.
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Colocation: Your challenge
For colocation providers, giving their customers the best experience - high-availability, best offer in the market, and an outstanding
tenant experience - is essential. To do this, it takes a team.
The Facility Manager needs to maintain zero downtime while optimizing capacity and facility performance.
The Operations Leader needs to ensure operational excellence through SLAs compliance, documentation, and billing.
The Sales Engineer needs to attract new customers and differentiate themselves from the competition.

Optimize your capacity
EcoStruxure IT Advisor helps Facility Managers be ready for any scenario,
and be less reactive and more proactive.

Key benefits
• Map tenant’s assets on a room, cage or server level for an in-depth
understanding of tenant impact in the event of an outage.
• Know what physical space and electrical capacity are available.
• Track all cage and facility equipment changes over the data center
lifecycle, both for transparency and easy identification of risks for
proactive mitigation.
• Import CAD drawings, apply grid-based naming for floor-mount
equipment and utilize cage drawing tools and cage power modeling.

Operational excellence
• Gain visibility into the inventory and all equipment associated with a
specific tenant using EcoStruxure IT Advisor tenant inventory report.
• Simulate cooling and equipment failure to quickly identify which
tenant could be impacted and proactively take action to prevent any
risks.
• Share information relevant to your customers with EcoStruxure IT
Advisor Tenant Portal, such as insights on their inventory.
• Accurately bill tenants by integrating your billing system and
EcoStruxure IT Advisor leveraging the Custom Solutions.

Differentiate yourself
• Don’t miss a sales opportunity: Easily visualize what space and racks
are available. The color labels tell you whether a rack or a floor space is
open, reserved, closed or meant for internal use.
• Show potential new customers their future space in your data center in
3D, from wherever you are.
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Combine a powerful DCIM solution with Custom Solutions tailored to your needs
For your operations, a one-size-fits-all solution is not always all you need. Our team of highly skilled engineers develop
Custom Solutions designed to do exactly what you want to make your day easier.
As a Data Center Manager, gain operational excellence and digitilize your infrastructure by improving the synergy between your IT and
Operations teams, automating data collection and reports, and gaining one source of truth for information.
As a Colocator, ease your processes and improve your customer experience by automating your processes, providing custom billing/report to
your customers, and differentiating your business with modern and user-friendly solutions.
Efficient. Adaptive. Resilient.

Custom Solutions and benefits
Custom Solutions

Benefits

Reports

Stop wasting time pulling data from different systems. Work with our team of experts to define your ideal
automated report and make it future-proof by leveraging sustainable integrations between your systems.

Dashboards

See all your key metrics in one view. Collect and store current and historic data generated by EcoStruxure IT and
any other system to create custom dashboards so you get the operational insights you need to control risk,
optimize and manage your business.

Integrations

Automate business processes by integrating your other relevant software together. Integrations with
EcoStruxure IT help you improve in multiple areas, including asset management, change management, and
corporate dashboards and reporting.

Web features

Wishing for a specific feature to be added to your solution? Make your wish come true. Leverage the knowledge
of our software engineers to develop and customize your EcoStruxure IT software to enhance part of the existing
functionality or create a completely new feature.

Migration

Hit the ground running with your new EcoStruxure IT solution by migrating your current data and configuration
from your legacy DCIM tool to your new EcoStruxure IT system. Our core team of highly skilled software
engineers uses specialized tools and processes to deliver best-in-class migration of data from any 3rd party
system, giving you a strong foundation to start using EcoStruxure IT to manage your data center operations.

To learn more, visit our Custom Solutions webpage.
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Deploy EcoStruxure IT Advisor your way
Cloud-based or on-premises
EcoStruxure IT Advisor provides you with flexible deployment options. Choose to deploy it as an on-premises solution or benefit
from the ease of the Schneider Electric cloud to get you up and running in minutes, with no server deployment needed.
IT Advisor
On-premises

Modules

Description

Base Software

Asset management, colocation-specific capabilities, cost calculation,
and cluster environment management

Capacity

Simulation, optimization, and planning of infrastructure capacities

Change

Change management with fully integrated workflow automation

IT Optimize (ITO)

Solution for integration with external IT systems

IT Advisor
Cloud-based

To model just a few closets or large colocation environments
Model your facility accurately with EcoStruxure IT Advisor. Our scalable solution allows you to model up to 250,000 racks.

As a standalone or not
Combine EcoStruxure IT Advisor with EcoStruxure IT Expert, our critical IT power and cooling monitoring software, and take
advantage of a turnkey solution for total data center management.

To learn more
Read relevant blog posts
Next Generation DCIM: Solving Customer Pain Points and Creating a More Open Ecosystem
Increased Visibility and Risk Planning Are Life Savers for Data Center Management
UMass Medical Center Data Center efficiency takes a big leap forward with EcoStruxure IT Software

Let’s connect. Contact our experts.
https://ecostruxureit.com

Schneider Electric
35 Rue Joseph Monier,
92500 Rueil-Malmaison,
France
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